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PROBLHIS IK THE SYNCHRONIC DERIVATION OF THE LITHUANIAN e-FORMATIONS .
''
0.1: In the preceding paper of this volume I have tried to show that
not only the nominal (and adjectival) e-stems of Lithuanian, but also
the verbal preterit foirmations in -e;- ceui be derived from older formations
in'/*-ja- or *-i-a- >) *-iJa.- .
The qiiestion arises whether the historical developments postulated
in that paper have, as such historical processes often do, left traces
in the synchronic structure which would permit (or force) the native
speaker to infer underlying forms and phonological derivations identical
with, or at least quite similar to, the reconstructed pre-forms and
historical processes.
0.2: In order to be able to answer this question, it will be necessary
to take a closer look at the synchronic facts.
0-.3: In the verbs, the following observations seem to hold true:
0.3.1: As indicated in sections 1.2.1 - 1.5 of the preceding paper,
the selection of the preterit marker -£- is by and large predictable.
2 —0.3.2: Class (a) verbs always have e-preterits (and preterit participles
with palatalized root-final consonemt).
0.3.3: Class (b) verbs, with but fo\u* or five exceptions, regularly
have er-preterits (but their preterit participles, like those of class (c)
verbs, do not show palatalization of the root-final consonant).
0.3.4: Class (d) verbs, again with but four or five exceptions, pre-
dictably select the preterit in underlying suffix /a/, surface £.
0.3.5: Class (e) verbs invariably have a-preterits.
0.3.6: It is only in class' (c) verbs that, at least at first sight.
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the distribution of a- and £-preterits appe.ars to be impredictable, both
/a/ and /e/ occurring quite freely.
However, as pointed out in section 1.2.U of the preceding paper, closer
inspection shows that, with the exception of the small subclass (civ), also
in the class (c.) verbs, the distribution of the two preterit suffixes is
by and large predictable in terms of root structure and/or ablaut. Even
in class (civ) it is possible to predict the selection of a- and e-pre-
terit, namely in terms of the intransitivity and (potential) transitivity
of the verb in question; cf. section 1.2.5 of the preceding paper.
0.3.?: Outside the class (c) verbs, there is thus a formal correlation
between present or infinitive suffix on the one hand and the preterit suffix
on the other:
Verbs of the type (e), with presents in -v-j-a- and infinitives in
-V-, always have a^-preterits. The same holds true, with only a few ex-
ceptions, of the verbs of class (e) with presents in -N. . .a- (i.e. nasal
infix plus -a-) and ~sta- and with 0-suffix in the infinitive.
.
On the other hand, the verbs of class (b), with their palatal surface
present marker -ia- (= C'aD) and their 0-suffix in the infinitive, regularly
have the palatal preterit marker -e_-. Similarly, the verbs of class (a),
with present in -a_- and infinitive stem in palatal -y-, have the palatal
preterit marker -e_- (as well as palatalization of the root-final consonant
in the preterit participle).
.
^
.....
0.3.8: However, notice that there is, a subclass of class (e) verbs, namely
the type inf. vienyti » pret. vienijo discussed in fn. 12a of the preceding
paper, which also has a palatal infinitive marker (~y-), but which lacks
a preterit in -ej-, showing instead the a;-preterit of the rest of the class,
(e) verbs. < • .;•, .'..•• ' • '
This subtype of the class (e) verbs further differs from the class (a)
verbs in the present inflection. ..While the latter have a clearly supple-
tive present stem in -a-, the verbs of the type vienyti have the type of
present regularly expected in a class (e) verb, namely pres. vienija
( : pret. vienijo r pres. pasakoja : pret. pasakojo )
.
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0.4: Concerning the nouns and adjectives, the following observations
can be made.
-
- U0.4.1: ^Thile in the nouns, the relationship between ia- and Ja;-stems
on the one hand and the i-stenis,on the other is rather tenuous, being "
limited to a few alteraations between the two types of stems in denominal
and deverbal derivation (cf. section 2.3.1 of the preceding paper),
in the adjectives, the standard language exhibits a clear and strong
relationship between the two types of inflection; cf. the partial
paradigms of table 1. ' •
ia-stems
indefinite definite
N sg. trec-ia
3rd'
G sg. trec-ios
G pi. trec-iy
trec-io-Ji
trec-iSs-ios
.
trec-iij-jy
ja-stems
N sg. se-ja (noun)
'time for sowing'
G sg. se-Jos
G pi. se-Ju
TABLE 1
.
•
,
;,:
£-stems
indefinite definite
did-e ~ didz-ia didz-io-.li
'big'
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TABLE 2
ia-stems i/y -stems
•
I indefinite definite indefinite definite
N sg. trec-ias trec-iaa-is did-is did-ys-is ~ didz-ias~is
•3rd' 'big'
G sg. trec-io trec-io-Jo didz-io
G pi. trec-ig trec-ig-Jy didz-iu
ja-stems J i-stems
W sg. krau-Jas (noun) ku-Jis (no\an)
'blood' 'hammer'
G sg. krau-.jo ku-Jo
G pi. krau-Ju ku-ju
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\Jha.t is predictable, however, is the relationship between masculine
and feminine adjectives. If the mascxiline is of the type in -ia/ja- , then
the corresponding feminine is of the type in -ia/3a- . If the masculine is
of the type in -i/y- , the corresponding feminine is of the type in -§;,
O.U.U: Beside the adjectives and nouns so far discussed. Modern Standard
Lithuanian also has stems in -ija-; cf . the evidence in fn. 12a of the
preceding paper.
No relationship, such as alternations or semantic similarity, seems
to exist between these nouns and the ia/Ja/e-stems.
0.5: Concerning the formations discussed in sections 0,3(.l-8) and
O.U.1-3 above, the following phonological observations can be made
0.5.1: In the inflection of the ia/ja/a- and ia/ja/ji/i/y/a- stems
(as well as in other noun and adjective classes), there is in certain
endings of the paradigm an alternation between long, tense vowels or diph-
thongs which occur in the definite forms of the adjective, and short vowels
which occur in the indefinite forms; cf. the nominative singular forms in
table 1, as well as forms like the instrumental singular masculine indef.
trec-iu : def. trec-iuo-Ju . .••.•,.
This alternation between long vowels or dipthongs on the one hand and
'
short vowels on the other is accompanied by an alternation between acute
intonation on the one hand and grave accent on the other. Endings with
circumflex intonation, however, do not participate in this alternation; cf.
the genitive singular and plural forms in table 1.
Although the alternation between -^- and -i- in the i/y
-
stems appears
to follow the same pattern, the principle governing that alternation must
be different. For as indicated in section 0.U.2 above, in the i/y-stems
the selection of the long or short alternant of the suffix depends on whether
the suffix is accented or not. In the other stems, however, the evidence
referred to above shows that the alternation between long vowel (or diphthong)
and short vowel does not depend on the place of the accent.
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For further data and details on the patterns of alternations which are
independent of accent placement; cf. Kenstowicz 1971:76-7.
0.5.2: An analogous alternation can be found in most of the endings of
the verb; cf. class (c) liek-u 'I leave' : reflexive liek-uo-s(i) .
However, in the inflection of present and preterit formations charac-
terized by the suffixes -a- and -e^ (without any further suffixes preceding
the personal endings), only the short alternant of these endings is found
in postvocalic position; cf. pret. lik-a-u , refl. lik-a-u-s(i) ; similarly
class (a) laik-ia-u , refl. laik-ia-u-s(i) .
For further data and details, cf. Senn 1966:223 and Kenstowicz 197l:
5i*-5. ..•..
0,5.3: A phenomenon which is also found both in the nouns and in the verbs
is the alternation of the accent between contiguous syllables , such that
usually the accent is on the first of the two successive syllables if that
syllable has circumflex or (nonalternating) grave intonation, and on the
second syllable if that syllable has acute intonation or grave intonation
which alternates with acute intonation in the fashion described in 0.5.1
above. Compare on this count 3rd pers. liek-a(-s(i) ) vs. sg. 1 liek-u ,
liek-uo-s(i) . For further data and details, cf. Senn 1966:223-^+ and
Kenstowicz 1971:78-9.
0.5.'+: A different accent alternation, which can only be observed in
the nouns and adjectives, cannot be defined in terms of phonetic environ-
ment, but only in terms of category. Thus, in certain a/ia/Ja-stems,
cases like the nominative singular always have root (or stem) accentuation
(cf. N sg. trec-ias ) , while other cases always have the accent on the case
ending; cf. G pi. trec-iy with circumflex intonation i.e. not with the
grave/acute- intonation v;-hich, would condition the accent shift ftoted in
0.5.3 above. Cf. also Kenstowicz 1971:81-5.
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0.5.5: In noiins and adjectives with monosyllabic root and circumflex
intonation on the root (when the root is accented), hoth of the two processes
noted in 0.5.3 and 0.5.^* above can be observed.
Compare the similarities and differences between the inflections of
monosyllabic trgc-ias '3rd' and polysyllabic vedin-as 'leading' in table 3.
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0.5.7: On the surface, all consonantal segments of Lithuanian, with the
exception of J_ which always is palatal, can be either palatal or nonpalatal.
While palatal consoneuit quality is predictable before front vowels, where
only palatal segments occur, it is not predictable before back vowels where
both palatal and nonpalatal consonants can be found.
The complementary distribution between ia/i/y - and ja-, ia- and jja-
suffixes noted in section O.lt.3 above would seem to suggest that the
palatal quality of consonants before back vowels is imderlyingly identical
with J_. This view would seem to be supported by the fact that in word-
initial position, Cp'D and Cb'], unlike the other palatalized consonants,
are followed by a noticeable glide CJD in the environment before back
vowel; cf. Dambriunas-Klimas-Schraalstieg 1966:17.
0.5.8: V/hile in most consonants there is no (appreciable) phonetic
difference between the palatal alternant found before front vowel and the
palatal alternant found before back vowel, there is a considerable differ-
ence in the consonants which appear as palatal dental stops (Ct', d'U)
before front vowel. For these alternate with palatal affricates (Cc*, j'D,
spelled ci , dzi ) before back vowels. Compare the inflection of didis in
tables 1 and 2. Similarly, the class (a) preterits offer alternations
in the dentals of the type sg. 1 maciau 'I saw*, 3rd pers . mate .
0.5.9-. The same surface pattern is suggested by the orthographic represen-
tation of partial paradigms like 11 sg. m. svecias 'guest', V sg. svete .
However, phonetically the facts are more complicated. For the phonetic sur-
face vowel of both endings is Ce3. Thus we find Cs'v'e:c'esj with Ltl just
like Cs'v'ett'eD.
However, notice that no Ca(:)D occurs after surface paiata,ls, making
it likely that in this environment the difference between CaD and CeD is
neutralized. This impression is reinforced by comparing the ia-stem forms
svecias and svete with the corresponding a-stem forms, such as ratas 'wheel'
• rate , with their clear surface distinction between a^ (CaD) and e_ (Ce3).
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0.5.10: In the verbs, the suffixes -a- (i.e. sxa-face -o-) and -e- seem to
alternate with -ar- and -ia- or -e- before vowel; cf. 3rd pers. pres. mat-o
,
pret. mSt-e vs. sg. 1 mat-a-u , mac-ia-g , sg. 2 mat-a-i , mat-e-i . In the
case of the short suffixes -a- euid -ia/ja- , the suffix vowel seems to be
lost entirely in the same environment; cf. 3rd pers. liek-a
,
peik-ia vs. sg.
' liS^SzH.' peik-i-u , etc.
0.5.11: In the noims, a somewhat similar phenomenon is observed. Before
the vowel (-initial) suffix
-u_ (- (Iu:Il) of the genitive plural, the vocalic
part of the stem suffixes -a/ia/ja/ji-* and a/ia/Ja- seems to be lost
entirely; cf. the evidence in tables 1 and 2.
The pattern is quite similar in the genitive of e-stems (of the type
G sg. f. didz-ig ), where however the vowel is not lost entirely without
trace. For a trace of the palatal quality of the suffix -e_- appears to be
preserved in the palatal queility of the root-final consonant (and in the
occurrence of the affricated alternant of dental stops )
.
0.5.12: This pattern of the e-stem genitive plural is, at least super-
ficially, reminiscent of the root-final palatalization which appears ih the
preterit participle of class (a) verbs; cf. 0-3.2 above.
1.1: Concerning the synchronic interpretation of the facts noted in
sections 0.3 - 0.5.12 of this paper, the traditional, pre-generative
grsumnsurs not svirprisingly are /generally of little help. ' '
1.2.1: Thus, Senn (1966:10^+), following the tradition of Lithuanian '
grammarians, classifies the nouns under discussion as follows:
Class I: (a) Nouns and adjectives in -as, -Jas , -ias, . •: .
(B) Nouns and adjectives in -is, -ys;
Class II: (a) Nouns and adjectives in -a, -ia ," -^
(B) Nouns and adjectives in -e. - •
The only value of this classification for the piirposes of the present
discussion is that it seems to indicate that, if perhaps not for the usual
native speaker of Lithuanian, at least for the traditional grammarian.
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there is a definite relationship of some (unspecified) sort between the
subclasses LA. and IB, and IIA and IIB respectively, and that there is a
parallelism of some (undefined) sort between, the differences of class lA '
vs. IB and the differences of class IIA vs. IIB.
1.2.2: Except for stating that the class (a) verbs take the e-preterit (283),
Senn offers no attempt to relate present and preterit inflection, although
on p. 258-79 he gives an extensive list of the various correspondences
existing between the class (b) and (c) presents on the one hand, and the
a- and e^-preterits on the other.
1.2.3: As for the phonological patterns observed in 0.5.1-12 of this
paper, Senn is generally content with listing the evidence, if he makes a
statement at all.
Only in respect to the occurrence of palatal and nonpalatal consonant
alternants (and of palatal dentals vs^ palatal affricates) does Senn offer
anything approaching an explanation.
In his view, palatal consonants owe their existence to palatalization
before front vowel or J_ (65). Senn here seems to implicitly assume that
palatalization before back vowel is brought about by an originally inter-
vening j_ which subsequently was lost. The basis for this assumption pre-
sumably consisted in the facts observed in section 0.5.7 above.
As far as the alternation between palatal dental stops and palatal
affricates is concerned, Senn states thiat ti, ty^, di , dy become ci , dzi
before 'hard* (i.e. back) vowels (65). This is, of course, merely a
graphemic statement, designed to account for the graphemic alternations in
forms like gaidys 'rooster' : G sg. gaidzio and didis 'big' : didzio. The
statement is in conflict with Senn's implicit derivation of those palatal
consonants which occur before back vowel from sequences of nonpalataj. conso-
nant plus j_. However, the observation that the critical environment for
the assibilation of palatal dental stops is the environment before back vowel
must be considered significant and worthy of note; for it seems to accurately
reflect the communis opinio of traditional (twentieth-century) Lithuanian
grammariams.
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1.3: Also the discussion in Dambriunas-Klimas-Schmalstieg I966 is,
partly because the book was designed as a language text book, of very
limited usefulness
.
While the authors do not offer any explanations concerning palatsLIi-
zation and assibilation, and while, in the classification of the nouns,
they follow the same, traditional lines as Senn (cf. p. 32), on p. 67 they
do provide at least for a (partial) description of the generalizations which
can be made about the relationships between present (or infinitive) stem
and preterit stem: Class (b) presents usually have the e-preterit.
Many class (c) verbs take the 5-preterit. Verbs of class (a) 'drop the
Cinfinitive ending] -yti' and add the suffix -£-.
2.1: Within a framework approximating that of generative phonology, Robin-
son (1970:121+) posits the following two rules which are to account for
palatalization and assibilation:
(13) tj_—> c ; di—> 1.
(lU) 'Palatalize any consonant before a front vowel; CJ_ and C'J
become C_|_.
'
However, Robinson fails to provide for an explicit motivation for
positing an \inderlying ^. In addition, his rules fail to account for the
fact that the assibilated dental stops always are palatal (ci^ and dzi ).
Finally, because of the subject-matter of his paper, Robinson does not
offer any explanations concerning the morphological relationships outlined
in sections 0.3.1-8 and O.U.1-3 of this paper.
2.2: It is only in Kenstowicz 1S71 that the pioneering first steps toward
an explanation of the facts outlined in 0.3.1-8, O.U.1-3, and 0.5.1-12 are
made, although it should be noted that Kenstowicz did not (plan to) treat
the derivation of the preterit participles and of the nouns under discussion.
9a
As will be seen in the subsequent discussion, this failure is unfortunate,
since it is the evidence of these formations which will necessitate the re-
vision of a number of pivotal rules.
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2.2.1: To account for the accent alternations observed in 0.5.3 above,
Kenstowicz (p. 91) postulates the following rule:
De Saussure's Law (DSL): + syll. "!
+ stress ! C^ f+ syll. '|
'
1+ lo tone, "^ L+ hi tone!
1 2 3
--> 1 2 3
G-stressl 1+ stress^
Concerning Kenstowicz's derivation of C+ hi toneD and C+ lo tone],
cf. ibid. : 89. For the purposes of this paper, C+ hi tone] and C+ lo toneD
will be considered underlying; in phonological derivations, they will be
marked by CHI and CLD, where necessary.
2.2.2: As far as the accent alternations of the type noted in 0.5.^ above
are concerned, Kenstowicz assumes that nouns of this type have underlyingly
iinaccented stems, while nouns which do not participate in these alternations
have underlyingly accented stems. For further details, cf. ibid.: 81-5.
2.2.3: In order to account for the alternations between long vowels or
diphthongs and short vowels observed in 0.5.I above, Kenstowicz (ibid.. : 77)
posits the following rule, here revised to agree with his implicit revision
of the r\ale on p. 97-8.
Leskien's Law (LL): V —> / \V (s) #.
This is no doubt the correct formulation, if DSL above is accepted as
formulated by Kenstowicz. For it is precisely the same (type of) vowels
—
namely those characterized by the featiure CH3—that attract the accent
according to DSL, which also undergo LL.
Notice that in order for LL to apply, long vowels must be represented,
in sequence, rather than feature representation; i.e. a = /aa/, not /a/.
An additional riile must be postulated to account for the surface alter-
nation between ger-a and ger-6-Ji (def.); cf. ibid. : 38.
Tensing: ["+ syllVl
-hi 1
->i:f
1
I + tense
+ long
.1
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Note that this rule must apply to long vovels in feature, rather than
segment representation.-^^ A marking convention subsequently rounds the
raised /a/ to CoD; cf. ibid. 53 and 59.
The difference between ger-a and ger-6-Ji then reflects the difference
in derivation exemplified in table 3. -
TABLE 3 i '
LL
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is in Slavic and Indo-European generally.' (53) However, considering the
fact that also the underlying final /e/ of the vocative singular of
a/ia/ja-stems does not undergo FS and that the comparative Indo-European
evidence shows that this ending never was followed by a consonant, Kenstowicz's
argiiment cannot be considered cogent.
A much more satisfactory solution suggests itself if the fact is con-
sidered that two of the endings in which Kenstowicz's FS rule applies,
namely the first and second singular endings -n# ~ -uo~ and -i# ~ -le-
condition DSL; cf. deg-u , deg-uo-s(i) vs. 3rd pers. deg-a(-s(i)
)
. For as
noted in section 2.2.3 above, the attraction of the accent from a preceding
syllable by DSL is conditioned by the presence of the same feature as the
application of LL, namely the feature CHI.
That is, the two processes are intimately linked in the nouns, suggest-
ing that they are similarly linked in the verbs, so that the endings of the
first and. second singular, which do attract the accent according to DSL,
13
should also undergo LL. This not only would avoid the difficulties with
Kenstowicz's FS, it would also explain the parallelism between adj. ger-u :
ger-uo-Ju and vb. deg-u : deg-uo-s(i) . And although DSL does not apply
in the first and second dual and plural (-me : -me-s(i) , -te : -te-s(i)
,
-va : -vo-s ( i
)
, -ta : -to-s ( i
)
) , because in these forms the vowels of the
root and the ending are not in contiguous syllables (cf. deg-a-me ) , as re-
quired by DSL, simple parallelism strongly indicates that also here we are
faced with the application of LL, rather .than FS.
Kenstowicz's FS thus is not needed or justified, although sm (optional)
rule of the following nature is required.
Final deletion (FD): i_ —> / i^ CVb.; 3rd pers.; reflex, 3
Note that this rule must apply after LL, as shown by the. derivations
in table h. .
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TABLE k
/deg-uo-si #/ /deg-uo~si J/
FD deg-uo-s # LL
LL deg-u-s" FD deg-60-3
2.2.5: As for the fact that the first singular ending always shows the
alternant -u(-), never -uo-, even in the reflexive, of verbal formations in
-e- and -a- (cf. 0.5.2 above), Kenstowicz suggests an explanation which
ties in this fact with the facts noted in section 0.5. 10 above, by postu-
lating the following rules.
Glide formation (GF): n hi n
_^ Csyii.:/ + c+ syll.3
_+ syll.I
(36). This rule requires segment, rather than featxire representation of
length; cf. inf. ly-ti 'pour' (= /lii-ti/) : pret. lij-o (from /lii-aa/),
not IJo* (from /li-a/); cf. ibid.
Metathesis:
2 1. (54),
* j
1 2 .
Vowel truncation (VT) V —> / VV (a nirror-image rule). (56).
J.-I0SS: i --> / C . (9.).. , .,
Backing: e ~> a / u. (57).
The application of these rules can be seen in the sample derivations of
table 5.'^
^
,
.
; •• •' '
There appears to be ample precedent for GF and J-loss , making the
assumption of these two rules quite safe. However, as far as the other
three rules are concerned, the evidence is not as certain* .. .
r-+
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GF
Metathesis
VT^ (/ _ VV)
VTg {/ W
_)
FS
j-loss
Backing
TABLE 5
/deg-a-au#/ /miil-i-au-si^/
raiil-J-au-si#
deg-a-ua# miil-j-ua-si#
deg-ua#
deg-u# miil-J-ua"S#
miil-ua-s#
degu myliuos
/laik-ee-au( -si )#/
laik-ee-ua(-si)#
laik-e-ua(-si)#
laik-e-u(-si)#
laik-e-u(-s)#
laik-a-u{-s)#
laikiau(s)
It is true, there is good independent evidence that Lithuanian has a
metathesis rule as formulated above; cf. alternations like that between
inf. duo-ti 'give' and pret. dav-e (= /dau-ti/ ar)d /dau-ee/ in Kenstowicz's
analysis, with u — > w —> v / V V). However, in Kenstowicz's analysis
of the first singular ending, there is no surface evidence whatsoever
for an ending -au- which alternates with the ending -uo- and would thus
motivate the speaker's inferring that the underlying ending is /au/,
rather than the uo appearing on the surface.
As for the VT rule, there is certainly good evidence that some such
rule shoiild exist; for the underlying forms of table 5 are well motivated
by the fact that the respective stem vowels (-a-, -i^-, or -e^-) are clearly
attested in the surface representations of all forms of the paradigm, except
the first and second singular; cf. for instance 3rd pers. deg-a
,
pi.
1 deg-a-me , 2 deg-a-te , du. 1 deg-a-va , 2 deg-a-ta . However, the formu-
lation of Kenstowicz's vowel truncation rule is questionable. For as the
genitive plural of such formations as the e_"Stems shows , with its root-
final palatalization and assibilation which clearly indicates the under-
lying presence of the palatal suffix -e-, the vowel truncation rule must
be formulated as follows; cf. the derivations in table C.
Vowel truncation revised (VTR) : (V)V ~> / W.
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TABLE 6
Kenstowicz
182
The only defense which I can offer for this rule is that there seems to be
no way around it and that, as an assimilatory rule in the environment
between front vowels, it is phonetically plausible. ^
TABLE 7
sg. 1 /laik-ee-au/ sg. 2 /laik-ee-ai/
Fronting laik-ee-ei
VTR laikiau laikei
/deg-aa-ai/
degai
2.2.6: To account for the facts noted in 0.5.6 above, Kenstowicz intro-
duces the following rule:
Secondary lengthening (SL) : fT syll."
+ stress
- hi
—>C+ long]
C- sonor.D
C+ sonor.D
1 C+ syll.:. (e).
If, as seems likely^ the alternation between -i- and -^- in the
i/y-stems is to be considered the result of a similar process, this process
would have to be formulated as follows
:
Minor lengthening (I4L) + syll.
+ stress
+ hi
+ front
—> C+ long! / Ci/y-stem endings D.
The categorial environment of this rule would at first glance appear
to make the rule circular in its formulation. . However, vrtiat is here meant
by * i/y-stems' is 'those stems in. nominative singular /-is/ which have a
genitive singular in surface -io, etc'
2.2.7: Concerning the facts noted in 0.5.7 above, Kenstowicz (ibid.: 8 )
17proposes the following, quite acceptable rule:
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Palatalization (Pal.): C+ cons J —> C+ pal.D / \^ ^ l\
—
I + front ' .
This rule must be ordered before VTR and J-loss; cf. the derivations
in table 8.
2.2.8: In his formulation of the assibiiation of dental stops noted in
0.5.8 above, Kenstowicz (ibid.: 58) follows the tradition of the grammar-
ians (cf. 1.2.3 above) by setting up the following rule.
Assibiiation (Ass.): f- gravel ^ 1+ comp. \ . '+ syll.~|
|- cont. j [+ strid.J — 1_+ back '
*
This rule must be ordered after VTR and ^-loss; cf. the derivations
ih table 8. ^^
Although this rvile makes it possible to derive the desired surface
forms and although it agrees with the tradition of the grammarians, this
rule suffers from the fact that the environment for the assibiiation is
quite an unnatvural one. Assibilations of this sort seem to occur much
more naturally before front segments , especially before the semivowel
j_, than before back vowels.
..
. .
• TABLE 8
/did-ee-uu §/ /vert-i-au #/
GF — v£rt~J-gu #
Metathesis vert-J-ua §
Pal. d'ld'-ee-uu # v'ert'-J-ua #
VTR d'id'-uj /^
DSL v'grt'-J-Ja #
LL v'grt'-j-J It
J^loss - v'ert'-u #
Ass. didziy verciu
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• A more natural derivation could be achieved by having the following
two J_-loss rules and by revising Ass. The rules would then have to be
ordered as indicated in table 9.
ASS. revised (Ass.R): [l ^^^1 ->r -^- : / _ J
i-lossj: j-
0/-(!i^b.)J
C^syll.:
There is ample evidence from such languages as Germanic and Latin
indicating that j_-loss is a very common and natural development. Similarly,
Ass.R is, as already indicated earlier, a very natural riile. Only the
very language-specific ^-loss rule cannot be claimed to be natural on
universal principles. However, given the present analysis, it is clearly
needed for Lithuanian, and it would seem to be supported by the fact noted
in section 0.5-7 above, namely that (initial) palatalized labials before
back vowels are (still) followed by a noticeable J_-offglide.
.
, ' TABLE 9
.
;.
• N sg. m. /svet-jas/ V sg. m. /svet-je/
J_-loss^
Pal. ' s'v'et'-jas s'v'et'-Je
—
•-—
'
s'v'et'-e
Ass.R •
.
,•' s'v'ec'-Jas •
—
i-lossg- ' • ••• t,r»Q^»s'v'ec'-as
svecias svete
It might be argued that the present reformulation of ^J-loss and Ass.
leads to a very abstract analysis, not directly suggested by the surface
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evidence. Although this is quite true, there is a possible counterargu-
ment, namely that the reformulation agrees with the historical sequence of
sound chainges corresponding to the revised synchronic rules; cf, the evi-
dence in Stang 1966:100-^+.
A more serious objection would be that the present reformulation fails
to account for the palatalization and assibilation in forms like G pi.
didziy (cf. table 8), where there is, in the present analysis, no evidence
for an underlying j_ which could condition Ass.R. I will leave ;this objection
unanswered at this point. For as the subsequent discussion in this paper
will show, there is one possible alternative analysis of the underlying
form of forms like didziy which makes it possible to retain the above re-
formulation. On the other hand, it will also be shown that ultimately it
is better to retain Kenstowicz's original formulation than the above re-
formulation. ,..
2.2.9: Although Kenstowicz does not account for the data observed in
section 0.5.9 above, it is easy enough to do so by means of the following,
low-level rule, which quite evidently must be ordered after Kenstowicz's
Ass. or after the Jj-loss^ of my reformulation and which has the effect of
fronting an CaD to CeD after palatal segments.
Low vowel neutralization (LVN): r+ syll.,
1+ lo
I
~> C+frontD/C+ pal.D
i
- long
!
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2.2.10: As noted earliei*, in respect to the facts noted in sections
0.3.1-8 and O.U.1-3 above (about the Lithuanian e-formations) , Kenstowicz
is concerned only with the derivation of the e_-preterit.
According to Kenstowicz (p. 52-3), the frequent correspondence between
Ja-present and i-preterit might suggest that the preterit marker -e-
is to be derived from underlying /ja/. However, to his mind, sets like
a-present (not ja-present! ) deg-u : e-preterit deg-iau cast considerable
doubt on such a derivation.
Kenstowicz therefore proposes the derivation given in section 2.2.5,
table 6 above. However, as noted in that section, Kenstowicz 's derivation
breaks down once it is extended to the noiins. A different formulation
therefore would seem to be indicated.
3.1: As shown in section 2.2.5 (with sections 2.2.7-8) above, a derivation
of the relevant forms of the e_-stem nouns and adjectives and of the §_-
preterits is possible as shown in table 10.
TABLE 10 " " "
/did-ee/ /did-ee-uu/ /laik-ee/ /laik-ee-au/
Pal. d'id'-ee d'id'-ee-uu laik'-ee laik'-ee-au
VTR d'id'-uu ~ laik'-au
Ass. d'idz'-uu ~ —
dide didzitf laike laikiau
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3.2: However, the following objections can be raised against this analysis,
3.2.1: The analysis has to resort to Kenstowicz's Ass. rule which, as
indicated in 2.2.8, suffers from the fact that it has an unnatxoral en-
vironment .
3.2.2: The analysis does not account for the fact that the preterit
participles correspondipg to e;-preterits of class (a) verbs show root-
final, palatalization (and assibilation, where possible), while those
corresponding to the e-preterits of class (b) and (c) verbs do not.
This objection mi^t be covmtered by repeating the historical claim
(cf . section 3.5 of the preceding paper) that the preterit participle
need not have the same underlying structure as the preterit , but may
rather agree with the infinitive in formation; cf. table 11. It is
true, this would require that GF exceptionally apply to the feature,
rather than segment representation of the long -y- of the infinitive
marker. However, considering the vacillation between feature and seg-
ment representation found in Lithuanian phonology in general, this need
not be considered an insurmountable obstacle. As a matter of fact, it may
be claimed that the evidence that GF must apply to the segment repre-
sentation is limited to (monosyllabic) roots which occur in word-
initial position, while on the other hand the infinitive marker -y-
always forms part of a di- or polysyllabic stem, is by definition not a
root, and, again by definition, never occurs in word-initial position.
The only possible counterevidence to this claim, namely that of verbs like
inf. dal-y-ti 'part, deal out', pres. dal-ij-a
,
pret. dal-ij-o , is not
cogent. For considering that all other infinitive markers of the language
are charactacteri zed by underlying long vowel and high tone, it is
qxiite likely that the speakers of the language have abstracted a generali-
zation about the morpheme structure of the infinitive marker which
specifies that all infinitive markers eire characterized by underlying
long vowel and high tone. This wou3.d permit the analysis of the present
and preterit formations as dal-i-j-a and dal-i-j-o , i.e. with stem vowel
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(short) -I- and with regular j-insertion, while the long vowel of the
infinitive would owe its existence to the above infinitive morpheme
structure generalization. Note that this analysis of the verbs in inf.
-y-ti
,
pres. -ija
,
pret. -ijo would seem more acceptable than the only
possible alternative interpretation which would consider the long -y-
of the infinitive underlying and the short -i- of the present and preterit
derived. For this interpretation would have to presuppose a shortening
rule of
-Y_- to -i^ which is not only ad-hoc and unprecedented, but which
also is contradicted by the evidence of the long -^- occiirring in the
same environment (i.e. before j_) in the surface representations of the
locative singular of ia-, i/j[r» ^^^ ij-stems; cf. L sg. svetyje . ^Q
TABLE 11
/laik-i-us-/ (cf. /laik-i-ti/) /deg-us-/ (cf. /deg-ti/)
Pal. ' ' laik'-i-us- d'eg-us-
GR laik'-j-us- " —
jj-loss laik'-us- '
laikius- degus-
Though the derivation of table 11 may indeed be possible, there is
under the present analysis, no plausible evidence for the claim that the
preterit participle shoiald be formally closer to the infinitive than to
the preterit. For in the steindard language, the difference between pret.
bit(i) and pret. pple. buv-us - (cf. inf. bu-ti ) , which vms of consider-
able importance for the historical argument in favor of original "-i -us
-
,
no longer exists, bit(i) having been replaced by buvo ; cf. fn. 19 of the
preceding paper.
If, then, there is a possible alternative analysis under which the
derivations of table 11 (or some other derivations) are more plausibly
motivated, that analysis would definitely have to be preferred.
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3.2.3: The relationships between the nouns and (especially) the adjectives
in -i/y/j i- and -£- on the one hand and those in -ia/ja- and -ia/ja- on the
other remain unaccounted for.
Similarly, the aberrancy in preterit formation of the class (a)
verbs , as compared to the other verbs with infinitive stem in long vowel
(i.e. the class (e) verbs), remains \inaccounted for.
Finally, even though the existence of correspondences like pres.
deg-a : pret. de^-e casts doubt on the automaticity of having an under-
lying preterit marker /Ja/ correspond to a present marker /Ja/, it may
still appear desirable to formally account for the fact that presents in
/ja/ do indeed, with but four or five exceptions, correspond to preterits
in surface -e-.
l*.l: It is not difficult to find an analysis which takes care of the
objections to the above, first reformulation of Kenstowicz's analysis.
U.2: This analysis would accept the following relevant rules discussed
in sections 2.2.1-10 above. For the sake of the reader's convenience in
rechecking on the function of those rules ^ I am adding after each rule
the section(s) in which it has been discussed and established. ' .
GF 2.2.5
Fronting 2.2.5 •-. • . • •'..
Metathesis 2.2.U • .. : ••
Pal 2.2.7 .:.-. .. .: :..-.
VTR . 2.2.5 : '• . -. ..•
DSL 2.2.1 and 2.2.U .
LL 2.2.3-U • •
Tensing . 2.2.3 , •..
i-loss^ 2.2.8 ..:...:
Ass.R 2.2.8 . ...
. ,
••.
• ••
•
•
••
l-lossg 2.2.8 ...... ..
ML ... ; 2.2.6 .J ... •..- . : -.
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U. 3: In addition, the following rules are required.
j-insertion: -~> ^ / + (v)V + + V(V) ["erbsD
[suffix:
Since the fimction of this rule is the same as that of GF, namely to
eliminate vowel clusters of more than two morae, this rule would most
naturally seem to be ordered as a co-equal of GF. Note that the verbs of
class (a) will have to be marked as an exception to ^^-insertion, and as
exceptionally undergoing GF applying to the feature , rather than segment
21
representation
.
Categorial vowel raising (CVR) :
^ ^yll^l n, fronlT , -f hi -
'
+ lo — >i
. , .
'c.-. short
/ Uf;,,tj — ^-^^^^^
That is, /a/ —> /i/ and /a:/ —> /e:/ in the specified environments. The
rule has to apply after GF and before Fronting.
The categories in which CVR takes place are the preterit (in the en-
vironment after consonant), the whole inflection of the e-stem nouns and
adjectives (although in the adjectives, this rule does not apply in the
definite forms and is only optional in the indefinite forms; cf. table 1
above), and in the nominative, accusative, locative, and illative singvilar
of the i/y-stems (although in the nominative singular of the definite
adjectives, the application of this rule is optional; cf. table 2 above.
Note that the /e:/ resulting from /&:/ by CVR does not undergo LL
(as would be expected from a vowel with underlying high tone) and appears
with circumflex (rather than acute or grave) intonation on the surface.
For the purposes of this paper it is assvmed that this aberrant behavior
is the direct resxilt of the application of CVR, i.e. that in addition to
the changes described above, CVR also brings about the change of an under-
lying high tone to low tone. I realize that other interpretations of the
facts are possible; however, since the discussion. of this.pap<ar would ..
seem to remain unaffected by whatever interpretation is chosen, I will
forego a detailed investigation as to what interpretation is most likely
to be the correct one-
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k.h: On the basis of these rules, it is then possible to i'ornially
characterize the relationships noted in sections 0.3.2-7 and 0.1+. 1-3
above, as
(1) reflecting an underlying identity in formation between the nouns
and adjectives in -ia/ja- and -ia/ja- on the one hand and
22
those in -i/y/ji- on the other; cf. the derivations in table 12.
(The only difference between the former and the latter stems lies in the
fact that the latter are marked for (optionally) undergoing CVR.)
(2) reflecting an underlying parallelism in the preterit and pre-
terit participle formation (including the selection of preterit marker)
22
of class (a) and class (b) verbs; cf. the derivations in table 13.
(3) reflecting a formal relationship between the present suffix
22
/ja/ and the preterit suffix /Ja/; cf. table ll+. ' In the case of the
e-preterits of class (c) verbs it would, under this analysis, have to
be assumed that, under certain, generally specifiable conditions (cf. 0.3.6
above), a-verbs get marked for exceptionally selecting the preterit suffix
/ja/, rather than /a/.
U.5: In addition to the advantages listed in the preceding section, the
present, second reformulation of Kenstowicz's analysis can be considered to
have the following points in its favor.
The rules accounting for palatalization and assibilation are natural
and faithfully reflect the historical developments which brought about
palatalization and assibilation.
The proposed derivations account for all the e-formations in
essentially the same fashion, thus mirroring the historical unity of these
formations. It is true, the analysis does not exactly mirror the histori-
cal developments. But that is to be expected, considering the introduction
of new sequences in -ija- and -ija- into the language (cf. sections 0.3.8
and . U . U above )
.
This faithf\il mirroring of the historical developments by the present
analysis would by many linguists be considered to render it definitely
preferable to the first reformulation of Kenstowicz's analysis.
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CVR
Pal.
vtr'
LL
Tensing
j-loss^
Ass.R
^-loss^
ML
TABLE 12
/gaid-Jgs #/ /did-Jgs #/ /kiu-jgs #/ /did-j|a #/
gaid-J^s# did-jj^s# ku~Jj.s# did-J|#
gaid*-jj^s# d'id'-jj.s#
gaid'-is# d'id'-|.s#
gaid'-is#
gaidys didis kujis
d'id*. rf#
d'id'-j£#
d'id' t*
dide
/did-j|a #/ /did-j|a-ji #/
CVR
Pal.
GF
CVR
Fronting
Pal.
VTR
Tensing
J_-loss-
i-lOSSg
/laik-i-a-au/
laik-j-a-au
laik-J-e-au
lalk'-J-e-au
laik'-J-au
laik'-au
laikiau
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TABLE 13
/laik-I-a-ai/
laik-J-a-ai
laik-J-c-ai
laik-J-e-ei
laik'-J-e-ei
laik'-j-ei
laik'-ei
laikei
/laik-i-a/ /laik-i-us-/
laik-J-a laik-j-us-
laik-J-e —
laik'-J-e
laik'-e
laik'-J-e laik'-j-us-
laike
laik'-us-
laikius-
kiib-aa-J-ai
kib-o-J-ai
kybojai
/kiib-aa-aa-au/ /kiib-aa-aa-ai/
J_-insertion kiib-aa-J-aa-au kiib-aa-j-aa-ai
CVE
VTR kiib-aa-J-au
Tensing kib-o-J-au
kybojau
/kiib-aa-us-/
J;-insertion kiib-aa-J-us-
CVR
VTR
Tensing kib-o-j-us-
kybojus-
/kiib-aa-aa/
kiib-aa-J-aa
kib-o-J-o
kybojo
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TABLE Ik
/peik-jaa-au/ /peik-Jaa-ai/ /peik-jaa/ /peik-us-/
CVR peik-Je-au peik-Je-ai peik~j£
.
Fronting peik-Je-ei
Pal. p'eik*-je-au p'eik'je-ei p'eik'-Je p'eik-us-
VTR p'eik'-j-au p'eik' j-ei
Tensing p'eik'-je
^-loss p'eik'-ei p'eik'-e
Jj-losSp p'eik'-au •
peikiau ' peikei peike pe.Lkus-
k.6: However, in addition to the fact noted in section 2.2.8 above, that
the present derivation of palatalization and assibilation is quite ab-
stract, it is precisely the evidence of historical change (of the analogi-
cal/morphological variety) which makes parts of the present analysis quite
unacceptable
.
For the generalization of the preterit marker -I- to the transitive
class (c) verbs and the later generalizations (in these verbs) of-='^-e- and
"-a- in terms of root structure and/or ablaut (cf. sections i+.2-3 of the
preceding paper in this volume) would be quite inconceivable if the morpho-
logical and phonological relationships between ''"-J a- and "-ja- > -e-
and between "''-a- and *-a- had still been felt to be transparent and auto-
matic. These generalizations would rather seem to indicate that the (pre-
s\imable) original tramsparency and automaticity of these relationships had
been lost.
.i,' •. • '
"
'
The reason for this loss may well have been the fact that, while the
generalizations in the nouns and adjectives did not entirely eliminate the
surface alternations between the suffixes "-Ja- and '*'-£-, the generalization
of "-e- (at the expense of "-ja-) v/as complete in the preterit (cf. section
h.Q of'--the preceding paper), leaving bo alternations as evidence of a rela-
tionship between "-e- and --ja- or the present suffix --jS-.
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Also from the purely synchronic point of view, the present analysis
is objectionable, at least as far as the derivation of the e-preterit of
class (c) verbs is concerned. For as indicated in section U.4 of this
paper, those class (c) verbs which because of their root structure and/or
ablaut take the ^-preterit must be marked for exceptionally selecting the
preterit suffix /Ja/. However, as noted in section 1.2.U of the preceding
paper in this volume, in some of the subclasses which normally taJie the
e-preterit because of their root structure and/or ablaut, there are verbs
which exceptionally do not take the ^-preterit, but rather select the a-pre-
terit. The fact that under the present analysis, these verbs will have to
be marked as exceptions to the exceptional selection of the preterit
suffix /Ja/ by class (c) verbs does not inspire great confidence in this
ansilysis. r ,r
U.7: On the other hand, however, in the verbs of class (a), the evidence
of the otherwise parallel class (e) verbs combined with the surface
evidence of the root-final palatalization fovind in the preterit participle
would strongly support the present analysis and would Just as strongly
militate against either of the two preceding analyses.
Similarly, as already indicated, though generalizations did take place
in the noxins and in the adjectives (just as they did in the preterit) their
extent and effect were much more limited. As a result, there are still
synchronic alternations in the nouns and especially in the adjectives which
would lead the speaker of the language to infer that the suffixes -e- and
-Ja-, as well as the parallel masculine suffixes -i/y/Ji- and -Ja- (which
outside of the nominative, accusative, vocative, locative, and illative
singular have identical inflection), should indeed be underlyingly identical.
5.1: The discussion in sections U.6-7 would thus suggest that, rather than
rejecting the second reformulation of Kenstowicz's analysis in its entirety,
one should revise it to the extent that /J a/ and /i-a/ are still considered
underlying for the £-stem nouns and adjectives and for the e-preterits of
class (a) verbs.
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However, as far as the class (b) and (c) verbs are concerned, the
preterit suffix -£- must in this, final reformulation be considered to be
underlying. Any regular relationship between present suffix (or present
root shape and/or ablaut) and preterit suffix in these verbs (as well as in
class (d) verbs) must then be considered to be governed by morphological
selection rules (whatever their precise nature), rather than by phonologi-
cal rules with or without categorial information. Just as the selection of
the present suffix /a/ and the infinitive/preterit/preterit participle
stem suffix /i/ in the class (a) verbs is governed by morphological, rather
thsji phonological rules
.
5-2: The present, final reformulation of Kenstowicz's analysis doesnot
entail any introduction of new rules or any reformulation or reconsideration
of old rules, except for the rviles accounting for palatalization and
23
assibilation. For as the derivations in tables 15 and l6 show, the set
of rules Pal., J^-loss , Ass.R, J-loss^ fails to account for the forms
with underlying /e/, while Kenstowicz's Pal., j-loss. Ass. very well account
for both the forms with underlying /e/ and the forms with underlying
/ja/ or /i-a/.
Considering the reservations about the abstractnes's of the set of rules
Pal., J_-loss , Ass.R, J-loss-, first noted in section 2.2.3 above, and
considering that Kenstowicz's formulation agrees with the (implicit)
formulation of the tradition of Lithuanian grammarians , the fact that the
rejection of this set of rules leads to the acceptance of Kenstowicz's less
natural rules cannot be considered a great loss. . '
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variety (cf. section h.6 above) which constituted one of the arguments
against a complete recapitulation of the historical developments in the
synchronic rules
.
Note finally the interesting fact that, as far as the derivation of
the £-no\ins and adjectives and e-preterits of class (a) verbs from under-
lying /ja/ and /i-a/ and of the e-preterits of class (b), (c), and (d)
verbs from underlying /e/ is concerned, the present synchronic analysis
is in total agreement with the historical interpretation of V/iedemann,
Pedersen, and Stang (cf." sections 3.2-U of the preceding paper). -This
would_ suggest that the reason for the' failure of this historical inter-
pretation to come to the conclusions reached in the preceding, paper of
this volume lies in the fact that it essentially remained a (valid)
synchronic analysis.;
•:•
. FOOTNOTES
An earlier version of this paper was read before the Lingioistics
Seminar of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, November l8, 1971.
I am indebted to Karen Dudas , Michael Kenstowicz, and Margie O'Bryein for
reading and commenting on an earlier draft of this paper. The responsi-
bility for any errors or omissions found in this paper, of course, is
entirely my own.
2
For the formal characteristics, subclasses, and examples of the verb
classes referred to in this paper, cf. sections 1.2.1-5 of the preceding
paper. — Here, as in the preceding paper, for typographical reasons the
e_ of Modem Standard Lithuanian orthography is rendered as e_, and intonations
are marked only where relevant to the discussion.
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3 For convincing argiiments that surface (long) o^ derives from under-
lying /a/; cf. Kenstowicz 1972:37-9.
For the (conditions for the) development of underlying /i,/ to surface
a or o in the nouns, cf. Kenstowicz's (1972:76-8) formulation of Leskien's
Law.
Note that the (suffixal) i_ of forms like tree ias , trecia, treciy
merely is a graphemic device to mark the palatalization of the preceding
consonant, while the suffixal i_ of forms like didis is a real segment;
i.e. the i^ of ia or i£ ^ the i_ of i/y . . ,
Masculine adjectives in
-Ji- do not seem to occur in the stemdard
language
.
7 In phonetic transcriptions and phonological derivations, I follow
Kenstowicz's (1971) practice of marking the (placement of the) accent by
a raised
Also nominal and adjectival stems in nominative singular -i_ are
included in this subclass. However, they will be of no interest to the
discussion of this paper.
9 I \
1 am retaining my own classification of the verbs in this (indirect)
quote
.
9a
In the remaining discussion of this paper, references will have to be
made passim to Kenstowicz's dissertation (l97l). Since a thorough
discussion of many of Kenstowicz's rules (and their motivations) appeared
to be in order, it often has seemed advisable to quote his riiles verbatim
and to summarize his arguments for them in extenso, rather than simply
referring the reader to the relevant passages in Kenstowicz's dissertation,
even if this at times may appear to have resulted in digressions from the
main topic of this paper and in a certain degree of redundancy.
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For a discussion of the (recurrent) need in Lithuanian phonology
to alternate between feature and segment representation of long vowels,
of. Kenstowicz 1970.
Here as elsewhere, the switch from segment to feature representation
(or vice versa) implicit in the derivation will not be explicitly marked.
The output of a given rule will, however, be given in the representation
required by that rule.
12
It is true, in certain strata of Standard Lithuanian and in the fast
speech of probably all strata of the (standard) language, there is a
general FS (or a categorially restricted FS) which does affect all short
vowels in all final syllables. However, what is important for the present
discussion is the fact that there are strata of Standard Lithuanian which
do have Kenstowicz 's verbal FS, without having it in the third person or
outside of the verbs. ' ' .'•.
TO
Kenstowicz comes close to admitting this in his fn.5 (on p. 65 ), But
for some iinexplained reason he fails to draw the necessary conclusions.
Ik
For the rule introducing the palatalization in myliuos and laikiau(s)
,
cf . sections 2.2.7-8 below. As for the -uo- of myliuos
,
it should
be noted that though spelled -uo~ in the orthography of Standard Lithuanian,
this diphthong is pronounced more like CuaD or CueD than like CuoD; cf.
Senn 1966:73.
For the palatalization (and assibilation) of the. surface forms, cf.
sections 2.2.7-8 below. — Note that 'Kenstowicz's derivation' in table 6
is not actually a derivation proposed by Kenstowicz; it is rather the
derivation which would result by applying Kenstowicz's rules to the re-
quired underlying form in /-ee-uu/.
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1
6
-
This is not surprising, since Metathesis is only a minor rule, as
shown by the surface occurrence of nonmetathesized au in forms like aug-ti
' gro^i '
.
l6a
Note that in order to have the natural rule Fronting, the ending of the
second singular has been considered to be underlyingly /-ai/ , rathet- than
Kenstowicz's /-ei/. The fact that in the second singular reflexive of verbs
like those of class (c), the metathesized ending appears as -ie- (cf. deg-
ie-s(i) ) does not constitute counterevidence against underlying /-ai/. For
not only is there an independently motivated, general, low-level rule changing
a^ to e_ after palatal segments (cf. section 2.2.9 below), there is also in-
dependent evidence for /-ai/ metathesizing to surface -ie-; cf . a-stem
N pi. noun diev-ai 'gods' vs. adj. ger-ie-.U 'the good ones'. — Additionally,
it should be observed that VTR has to precede DCL, thus permitting the accent
shift in contiguous syllables to occur in sg. laikiau (vs. 3rd pers. laike )
.
Ilote, however, that LL does not apply to the nonmetathesized endings of the
first and second sing\ilar (cf. laikiau , not laikia*). Similarly, the
surface intonation of the nonmetathesized first and second singular endings
is circumflex, not the acute normally corresponding to the londerlying high
tone which conditions DSL. These two last-mentioned facts are no doubt tied
up vith the fact that we are here dealing with falling diphthongs (i.e.
diphthongs of the shape Vowel + Semivowel). There is no independent evi-
dence for falling diphthongs Undergoing LL, suggesting that these diphthongs
are exceptions to that rule. Similarly, there are no surface representations
of final falling diphthongs with acute intonation, suggesting that there is an
output condition converting all acute intonations 6n final falling diphthongs
into circurflex intonations. It might ba argued that it would be more elegant
and efficient to formulate the latter condition as a relatively early rule chang-
ing CKj to CLD in final falling diphthongs and thus preventing; t'.ie subsequent
application of LL. There is no good synchronic evidence against this argument,
although the fact that there ;.re Lithuanian dialects where th^j endings of the
nonmetathtisizod first and second singular appear as surface -au, -£i/ei , i.e.
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with acute intonation, but without application of LL, makes it likely that •
the (re)ordering of CH3 —> T.LD before LL, if it is psychologically real
at all, would have to be a rather recent innovation of Standard Lithuanian.
Because of the apparent antonyn^y between Kenstowicz's term 'Sharping*
and the term 'soft' traditionally used to refer to the palatalized consonants,
I have changed Kenstowicz's term (and the feature designation 'sharp') to
the more neutral term 'palatalization' (and feature designation 'palatal').
1 Q
In keeping with the terminology employed in the rest of this paper,
I have changed the name of this rule from Softening to Assibilation.
19
Note that there is no clear evidence concerning the ordering of LL,
except that it has to follow Metathesis
.
•
'
20
Note that it would not be possible to resolve the problem concerning the
needed exceptional application of GF to the feature representation of the
long -jr- by ordering VTR before GF (thus deleting the first i_ of an under-
lying /-ii-us-/ and then applying GF to the remaining single i_) . For as ;;
the evidence of the derivation of myliuos and verciu (cf . tables 5 and 8
above) shows, GF must take precedence over VT(R).
21
For argiunents in favor of the view that such an exceptional application
of GF can be Justified, cf. section 3.2.2 above.
To distinguish betv/een the tensed long e_-vowels and the nontensed
(long or short) e_-vowels, the latter are here represented by £. '- *"
j-;.*»'.iio<.i.j i.Aj_^3. ;.;.;..;,!< ^:'.;:..... . ... iiw ;..i^\.'tM:.. .„..••-". A.i'' .:.r';.;'!'j
oo. : •-
,
-.•
-
' V •-
The examples chosen are the preterit first singular and third person
of class (a) matyti 'see' and class (c) vesti , pres. veda 'lead'. No
distinction is made between tensed and nontensed low vowels.
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